
Law Engineering

Solicitors and litigation support professionals expect disclo-
sure technology to make their lives easier. But many have 
been disappointed with the reality of slow, complex systems 
that are expensive to manage and maintain.

DISCO edisclosure review software as a service changes all 
that by delivering anytime, anywhere cloud collection, transfer, 
processing, review, search, and production capabilities that 
set a new industry benchmark for performance, ease of use, 
and value. 

Introduction to DISCO
Your Edisclosure Upgrade

 All–in–one edisclosure review solution
DISCO offers an all-in-one edisclosure solution that gives law 
firms, corporations, and government agencies total control 
over their data, workflows, and costs. With a managed turn-
key infrastructure delivery model that requires no upfront 
investment in software or services we can ensure you meet 
your goals. 

Compared to legacy solutions, our users report on aver-
age a 23% improvement in review throughput, a substantial 
improvement in reported case team satisfaction, and up to a 
30% reduction in total spend over the life of a case.

Founded in Houston, Texas in 2012, we provide legal tech-
nology and services to more than 400 law firms, corporations, 
and government entities, including 75 of the AmLaw 200 and 
several prominent boutique law firms.
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Unmatched performance
DISCO provides unmatched performance speeds 
for collections, transfer, review and productions. 
Users experience the fastest document viewing 
in the industry, with 1/10-second search results 
and 1/3-second document viewing, regardless of 
database size or complex file types. The largest 
case hosted in DISCO was 24 TB with more than 
100 concurrent active reviewers and no degra-
dation in performance.

Unmatched ease of use
DISCO offers a clean, seamless, and intuitive 
user interface with customisable workflows, 
views, and security that gives you control over 
your data. DISCO’s advanced AI works within 
the flow of normal review (meaning no seed 
sets or complicated setups required) and has 
been shown to reduce review time by up to 
83%. Productions are easily run by using precon-
figured templates or creating new templates 
utilising an easy three-step process.

Unmatched value
Our simple flat-rate pricing model eliminates 
surprises and allows for predictability and better 
budget planning. With DISCO you don’t pay addi-
tional costs for things like user licenses, inges-
tion, processing or production. Whether you 
choose our matter-based transactional pricing 
or one of our yearly subscription models, you 
get unlimited access to all the capabilities of 
the product.


